US federal executions resume

It has been 17 years since the United States decided on a de facto moratorium on federal executions, which can be carried out only for certain federal criminal offences. This moratorium, however, ended in July.
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The ACHPR moves online, along with advocacy to end capital punishment

Adapting to the restrictions that the COVID-19 pandemic has placed on physical gatherings, the NGO Forum and following 66th ACHPR Session (African Commission on Human and People’s Rights) were held via Zoom videoconference on 9-10 July and 13 July – 07 August, 2020, respectively.
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Sudan repeals capital punishment for homosexuality

Sudan repealed the death penalty for homosexuality and apostasy
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Reorienting Drug Policy in Indonesia towards the Achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals
Indonesian not-for-profit organization LBH Masyarakat, Reprieve, and the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs recently published a report that reframes the drug problem and corresponding policy action in light of the country’s commitment to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The report argues that the drug policies currently in place in Indonesia must be re-evaluated in such a way that tackles poverty and inequality and prioritizes support for those who are “left behind”, and put an end to its current punitive strategies.
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Ratification Kit - Côte d'Ivoire
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

Ratification Kit - Fiji
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

Ratification Kit - Guinea
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

Ratification Kit - Kazakhstan
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

Ratification Kit - Marshall Islands
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

Ratification Kit - Suriname
Document Published by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty

"Whom the State Kills"

IMPORTANT DATES

17th & 18th September | 2 day public debate termed as the Inter University Human Rights Competition: "Access to Counsel: A Matter of
Life or Death
Organized by The Foundation for Human Rights Initiative (FHRI) under the current project "Securing the abolition of the death penalty in Africa and in countries at risk" - hosted by Mountains of the Moon University - Uganda